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The resources are partitioned into a hierarchical order and each level uses a scheme best suited to it.
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- **Internal resources:** These are resources used by the system, like PCBs.
- **Central memory:** This is the main memory space used by user programs.
- **Job resources:** Assignable devices (tape drives, printers) and files (in edit mode).
- **Swappable space:** Space used for each user job on the backing store.
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For the central memory problem, *prevention* through *preemption* can be used since a job can be swapped out from main memory and reloaded later.

For job resources an *avoidance scheme* can be used, since the maximum resource requirement of this type can be easily determined and provided to the system.

Swappable space can be handled by preallocation, since the maximum storage requirements are usually known. This corresponds to *prevention* by no *hold-and-wait*. 